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Abstract
The methods of community partition in nowadays mainly focus on using the topological links, and consider little of the
content-based information between users. In the paper we analyze the content similarity between users by the SimHash
method, and compute the content-based weight of edges so as to attain a more reasonable community partition. The dataset 
adopt the real data from twitter for testing, which verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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1. Introduction
The important characteristic of social network is the community structure, but the current methods mainly
focus on the topological links, the research on the content is very less. The reason is that we can t effectively
utilize content-based information from the abundant short text. So in the paper we hope to make full use of 
content-based information between users based on the topological links, so as to find the more reasonable
communities.
Nowadays, the research of social network mainly focus on these: (1)Graph Partition Method[1-4]. However 
group and even value in advance, we cannot learn the value in 
advance, therefore the method cannot be applied for community detection directly. (2) Divided Method[5].
e network through the
iteration and divides the whole network into many communities. But in the case of unknown number of 
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 (3) Agglomeration Method[6-8]. For 
the each random node i, j, when the node i join the community containing node j, we compute the 
judgement of ger phenomenon.  (4) 
Overlapping Community Detection[9-11]. In the actual network, some nodes are often shared by many 
communities, it means that there is overlap between communities. 
In the research of this paper, based on the numerous short text in the social network(mainly focus twitter in 
this paper), we plan to adopt the SimHash to deal with the content, quickly computing the content-based weight 
between users relying on the topology, and then resort to the agglomeration method to partition the more 
reasonable communities. 
The structure of this paper is as follow: The first part is the introduction, the second part is the relative 
research, the third part is the weighted community partition based on SimHash, the fourth part is the result and 
analysis of experiment, and the last one is the summary. 
2. The Relative Research of Content Computation    
Currently, there are some methods in the fields of the content similarity computation.(1)  Content-based 
Dictionary[12-17]. The method based on content-based dictionary is the most widely used method. However 
there are some disadvantage, one is that the dictionary is impossibility complete, the other is that the 
polysemia of words will reduce the accuracy of similarity computation. (2) Based on Large-scale corpus[18-
20]. By means of extracted words in every document we can construct a matrix of words-document, the one 
deficiency is the newest document perhaps contain some novel words, another is that the matrix based on 
these short text will is very sparse, which will influence the accuracy of similarity computation.(3) Content-
based Feature[21-23]. This method attempt to indicate the text by using the predefined features, the difficulty 
of the method is how to define the effectual feature and automatically get the value of features. However these 
methods can t be used to deal with the short text in the social network. 
3. Weighted Community Partition based on SimHash 
3.1.The definition of problem 
 The current research on community partition mainly focus on the topological links, but the two users contain 
abundant content-based information, so how to construct the similarity analysis between content is the first 
problem that we need to consider. 
 Meanwhile, the content in the social network are full of short texts, the conventional method (such as in blog 
or bbs) can t be applied to the short text, so how to deal with the short text is the second problem we need to 
consider. 
 Finally, how to assess the quality of community partition based content-based weight is the third problem 
that we need to consider. 
3.2.Characteristics analysis of tweet in twitter 
Twitter[24] is one of the most representative platforms of the micro-blog. One message on twitter we call it 
a tweet. On Twitter people can send tweet. People can not only reply to the tweet that they are interested, but 
also they can forward the tweet, that is to say the same tweet was sent again by the other people who are 
interested. The benefit is, if someone send a tweet and the tweet will become a news in the future, then the 
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forward it, the last the tweet perhaps 
will be forward millions times in a few minutes. 
The forwarder can copy messages that he was interested and sending out with a little modification. The
modification makes the tweet is different from the origin tweet, but the means are almost the same. So, the
main idea of this part is to calculating the rate of the similar tweets and constructing the content-based weight 
of the tweet contents that they have sent. This is the first problem that we need to solve.
3.3. SimHash method
Twitter has a large of short texts are forwarded and similarity. In the paper we introduce the SimHash[25]
to extract the same or the similar tweets, as shown in the fig 1. The core concept of the SimHash is reducing 
the dimensionality of the text vector, converting a high dimensionality text vector to a integer which is 64-bit 
in our paper and the 64-bit integer we call it fingerprint, in our paper each fingerprint represent a tweet and the
fingerprint similarity represents the tweet similarity, the number of the different binary-bit between two 
fingerprints is called hamming distance.
Fig.1.The computation process of SimHash
SimHash needs the characteristic set of the document, characteristic set contains the words set and the
weight of each word, for getting the words set, we use the ictclas[26]word segmentation system made by
Chinese academy of sciences. In view of the short text character, we put all the words as the character word 
after the word duplicate removal, give each word with one weight, then using cityhash[27] to calculate the
signature of each word. This is the second problem that we need to solve.
3.4.Weighted community partition based on SimHash
3.4.1.The Computation of Content-based Weight
Firstly, based on the structure network, for the each edge E(M,N are the two users),extracting all the relative
contents(such as post, tweet, comment),and then carrying out the similarity computation of content between M
and N based on the SimHash method, finally we can get the content-based weight between M and N( Mc and
Nc indicate the relative content respectively),the formula is:
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3.4.2.Main steps 
Table 1. Steps of community detection based on SimHash 
Input: The Graph of Twitter network : G = (V,E) V indicates the whole users set, E indicates the whole edge set(such as following, tweet, 
comment), Ci indicate the whole content of user Ni  
Output: Content-based Communities C={C1,C2 k} Cj(1<=j<=k) indicates the sub-community  
1. Integrate the network structure of all the user; 
2. Deal with the content of every user, such as word segmentation, remove stop words, remove sign; 
3. As for the edge between two users, compute the content-based weight based on the SimHash; 
4. Based on the weighted network structure, we begin to partition community so as to discover the most reasonable communities. 
4.  The Result and Analysis of Experiment 
4.1 Experiment environment 
4.1.1.Running environment 
 CPU: Quad-Core of AMD. 
 OS: Win 7 32-bit. 
 DataSet: Twitter data acquired from internet, the scale of dataset are 10 million, 20 million, 50 million, 
100million respectively. 
4.1.2 Comparative methods 
Adopt the following three methods to compute the content-based weight between users, compare the 
influence on the weighted community partition. 
 Vector Space Model: By accumulating the all content of the user, we can attain the vector space based on 
users. 
 Levenshtein Distance: Compute the content-based weight between users based on the proportion to high 
similarity of content. 
 SimHash: The method is proposed above in this paper. 
4.1.3.Assessment index 
 Running Time: The main work of this part is to assess the running time of different methods computing 
weight, which can influence the further community partition. 
 Information Entropy of Community: Definition 1 The number of the whole user of the network is n, the 
number of sub- user
identifier of edge; In the every sub-community, there are z different weight of edge(such as d1,d2 z), 
therefore we define the information entropy of sub-community is Sj, and the information entropy of entire 
community is S, which are as follows: 
 
                                                                                                                                                                              (2) 
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                                                                                                                                                                              (3) 
 
P(dx)is the probability of dx, that is P(dx) = k/ NCx, k is amount of the content-based weight dx, NCx is 
amount of edge in the sub-community of Sj. The smaller the content-based entropy of community S is, the more 
consistent the users of the community are, that is the users in the community have common interest and the 
structure of communities are more reasonable, and vice versa. 
4.2. Analysis of results 
4.2.1. Comparative analysis based on time 
Table 2. Running time of content-based weight based on different scales of data(Second) 
Method 1W 2W 5W 10W 
Vector Space Model 11332 11427 14702 15156 
Levenshtein Distance 1378 4461 58209 79027 
SimHash  33 69 160 557 
Analysis of efficiency: as shown in table  2, when the scale of dataset is small, the running time of Levenshtein 
distance is in medium, but with the increase of scale of dataset, the running time explosively grow, because the 
time complexity of Levenshtein distance is O(n2). 
The base running time of vector space model is large, which need a series of proceed, such as word 
segmentation, vectorization and computation of TFIDF, but the whole running time grow slowly with the 
increase of scale of dataset. 
As for the method of SimHash, that is the proposed method in this paper, we can improve the matching 
speed of Hash mapping, accelerate the calculation speed, finally attain impressive effect, which verify the 
efficiency of SimHash in fields of short text. 
4.2.2.Comparative  analysis based on information entropy 
Table 3. Information entropy of community based on different scales of data 
Method 1W 2W 5W 10W 
Vector Space Model 0.0498618 0.0678264 0.134733 0.338977 
Levenshtein Distance 0.0510738 0.082282 0.0556155 0.0506236 
SimHash  0.010711 0.00711932 0.035672 0.0410565 
Analysis of  information entropy:  as shown in table 3, the content-based entropy of community based on 
vector space model is maximum, the Levenshtein distance takes second place, the content-based entropy based 
on SimHash is minimum, therefore we can see that we can attain the most reasonable commnnities based on 
SimHash. 
5.Summary 
By analyzing and researching of the content-based weight between users in twitter, we propose the SimHash 
method to compute the similarity of short text quickly, and then we can partition community based on content-
based weight. Comparing with the methods of levenshtein distance and vector space model, we can 
demonstrate the advantage of SimHash which can quickly compute the similarity of content, further we can 
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